"There is as yet no extended study of the Indian Shakespeare film" write the editors, Poonam Trivedi and Paromita Chakravarty, in the Introduction to *Shakespeare and Indian Cinemas: "Local Habitations"* (Trivedi and Chakravarty 2018, 2). And conducting such a study is exactly what the volume sets out to do. It sets out to do this, that is to say, before the editors discover that Indian cinemas actually "contain the largest corpus of Shakespeare films in the world" (2). A total of 115 feature films with 18 plays adapted in 13 different languages, some of which were discovered in the process of their research. Contextualising this corpus within the space of a single volume would be a mammoth task, and Trivedi and Chakravarty admit that they "cannot claim comprehensiveness" (2). Instead, the contributions are centred around the "guiding principle" evoked by the subtitle: *Local Habitations*. This phrase originates from the editors' contention that unlike academia or theatre "it is in cinema, also a Western import, that Shakespeare in India has been truly 'homed', not just translated and adapted but adopted and assimilated as one of our own" (10).

By focusing on localities instead of a singular location or overarching cultural identity the volume manages to evoke a plurality that constitutes its strongest point and also makes it a very helpful resource for future scholars. The balance of this approach, to give one example here, can be seen in the first part, *Indigenising the Tragic*. It begins by positing an argument regarding the absence of the tragic genre in Indian aesthetics and how directors like Vishal Bhardwaj, Vidhu Vinod Chopra, K.V Reddy, and Jayaraj have all ended up reworking the Shakespearean tragic as a consequence of this. The last essay in Part I, however, presents a different viewpoint by examining Mansoor Khan's popular *Qayamat Se Qayamat Tak* (1988). The film actually retains the tragic ending as well as the motifs from Shakespeare's play to commercial success while at the same time inspiring more films to do the same. Hence what we see in the section is not an overarching argument about the indigenisation of the tragic, but rather a plurality of approaches that filmmakers across the country have taken. The same is the case in Part III which examines the dialogue between
the global and the local that is present in representative Parsi, Bengali, and Tamil adaptations, as well as in independent low-budget films that herald the rise of new markets. Part IV approaches this argument from the perspective of the national and the regional by looking at Kannada, Tamil, Bengali, and Assamese productions that engage in this dialogue specifically through the means of gender.

The volume is not populated just with such representative case studies so to speak. It also contains, in Part II, essays that enrich this locality criticism with an analysis of the methodological complexities involved when it comes to the discipline of Indian film studies itself. Finally, it shows what Shakespeare adaptations reveal about these complexities. "Looking at Indian cinemas through the prism of Shakespeare," the editors note, is "to view aslant the evolution of the Indian film industry and provide an alternate synoptic perspective on its growth, movements and current concerns. The Indian Shakespeare film marks all the stages of its development" (17). Part II, titled Critical Innovations: Historiography of Silence and Poetics of Rasa, is particularly illuminating in this respect. The first essay examines the lost Shakespeare films of the silent genre, and the second essay tries to define the modes in which the rasa theory can be deployed to examine not just Indian Shakespeare films, but all Indian films (and perhaps even all films). Equally resourceful is the section containing the interviews with three film directors (Pankaj Bhutalia, Roysten Abel, and Aparna Sen) that tries its best to take us away from case studies and literary criticism by giving space to the vision of directors as well as the process of filmmaking.

On a whole, the way in which the volume de-centers Bollywood and foregrounds intertextuality leads it to emphasize on a plurality that is perhaps its greatest contribution to the field of not just Indian Shakespeare, but Shakespeare in general. One could read it as following in the footsteps of Alexa Alice Joubin's Chinese Shakespeare: Two Centuries of Cultural Exchange (Columbia University Press 2009), Dennis Kennedy and Yong Li Lan's Shakespeare in Asia (Cambridge 2010), and Trivedi and Minami Ryuta's Re-playing Shakespeare in Asia (Routledge 2010). And it is, finally, needless to speak of the volume's relevance in relation to the troubled political climate in India currently, where it is precisely plurality that is under threat by a dominant nationalist discourse.
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pairing well with the folio module mentioned above. "Electronic Texts" provides links to separate plain-text pages transcribing the ramparts scene from three editions: Harold Jenkins' Arden2 edition (1982), Bernice W. Kliman and Paul Bertram's Three-Text Hamlet (1991), and Barbara A. Mowat and Paul Werstine's Folger edition (1992). Users could peruse or compare these, but more contemporary editions may be of greater use to the current reader (whether student, teacher, or practitioner).

As a contrast to the three main Hamlet texts, the "Adaptations and Promptbooks," "Art," and "Film" sections encourage thoughtful and curious engagement with the text in a range of performance styles and spaces. The sections are somewhat limited, but their contents can be utilized most effectively via the "Reading Room" portion of the site. "Adaptations and Promptbooks" from 1660 onwards offers interesting insight into the history of Shakespearean adaptation. However, the site offers only bibliographic details for each edition and promptbook, so users unfamiliar with these texts may miss some of the key differences unless they manually browse each individual facsimile page provided. The sections titled "Art" and "Film" showcase compilations of artwork, images, film stills, and film clips from a range of sources. These include the aforementioned material on Prince Hamlet acted by women, as well as artists' impressions of scenes or specific actors. These are fantastic resources that run adjacent to Shakespeare's text and are available literally alongside it in the "Reading Room."

The site has two main downfalls. The first is the site's interface clearly places it as created somewhere in the late-1990s/early 2000s. Online editions that discuss Shakespeare's work and context abound and have developed significantly since Ramparts' creation. Ramparts was last updated in 2008 with a few additional video clips featuring performances of the ramparts scene. Given that Ramparts is listed as part of the MIT Global Shakespeare Project, it is likely that the site will not be updated further, but rather remain one part of that larger group of sites. The second is that the site has minor errors and missing links throughout each section, and lacks hyperlinks and other features that would allow for more intuitive use. The dated interface is likely to be distracting or off-putting for many users, and this will almost certainly be the case if using the site in current lessons with students. The menus are not always intuitive, and different portions of the page layout function differently from one another, with scrolling and hyperlinks working to varying degrees on different pages. Ramparts does not support a built-in search function, which makes navigation more difficult again for users with less experience with similar interfaces. The lack of hyperlinks connecting key portions of the site can make it particularly difficult to navigate between related sections. For example, the pages on "Staging the Ghost," "Hamlet a Woman?", and "Lesson Plans" pages could be improved with direct links to one another for ease of access. The "Lesson Plans"
provide good guidance for instructors, but could be improved by highlighting clearer connections between the site's lesson plan ideas and the site's content. Providing hyperlinks at key points would also allow an instructor to browse relevant portions of the site and tailor the lessons to their own needs. This would also allow instructors at the college level to adapt the material more effectively. "Electronic Texts" and "Early Editions" contain closely related materials, and so could also be improved by being hyperlinked together. The material on "Adaptations and Promptbooks" could be logically linked with "Art" and "Film" pages as well.

As an appropriation of Shakespeare's *Hamlet*, this site's approach of choosing a single scene is its most valuable asset. Through this choice, *Ramparts* successfully models a wide range of ways Shakespeare's text can be and has been adapted. In turn, this can lead students, instructors, and scholars to think in new ways about the malleable and exciting features of Shakespeare's text.
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